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ABSTRACT
In our analysis of the cultural value of the Royal Scottish Academy (RSA) New
Contemporaries Exhibition (NCE), we assessed the institution’s role in shaping emerging
artists’ careers, as well as wider cultural value. Supported by our conceptual framework of
value creation, issues assessed included the expected versus experienced value of the
exhibition and the individual artworks, price setting, the market mechanism surrounding the
exhibition, and its enhancement. The created cultural value is facilitated by high-visibility
media exposure and through development of career-enhancing networks. We have generated
new insight into cultural value more generally by moving beyond dominant instrumental
valuation approaches. We have addressed many of the gaps in understanding the mechanisms
behind engagement with contemporary art. We have progressed theory with the assistance of
our conceptual framework and supporting qualitative data. Cultural value is expressed in
contemporary art through artistic production systems and its cultural messages. Artists’
Cultural value is often constructed via the intrinsic worth of their work, rather than from
market influences. Cultural value is often personal to the viewer, shared with others and
remembered over time. It is also co-created among the other stakeholders involved.
KEYWORDS: Cultural Value; Intrinsic Value; Instrumental Value; Artists; Exhibition; Art
Market
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INTRODUCTION
Our research, funded by an AHRC Cultural Value Project Research Development Grant,
assesses the cultural value of the Royal Scottish Academy (RSA) New Contemporaries
exhibition (NCE). We set out the rationale behind the study, the research objectives, the
research design, critically evaluate key research findings and makes recommendations. Due
to space limitations, we can only report some of the key findings here. The exhibition is the
only platform of this type in Scotland for new art school graduates to help progress the early
stages of their careers. The arts and related cultural phenomena represent activities that now
have recognised value and benefits for government, consumers and other stakeholders. The
arts economy is exceptional (Abbing, 2002), creating challenges in defining and measuring
all possible permutations of value. O’Brien (2010) argues for DCMS guided economic
measurement of cultural value, although qualitative approaches are also beneficial. Intrinsic
value concerns evaluating something “for its own sake” (De Gennaro, 2012). Instrumental
value relates to social, economic or policy outcomes (Belfiore and Bennett, 2008). To date,
non-financial outcomes have been under-researched and so we address this in our research
even though they are difficult to assess (Throsby, 2003). Rodner and Thomson (2013)
position the various actors in an art market network or art machine including artists, art
schools, galleries, critics, auction houses, museums and collectors. Their interactions
contribute to both symbolic and financial value (Buck, 2004). Validation of contemporary
artists is carried out within this space where co-branding by the artist and the institutions help
raise the level of artist recognition. The contributions of each actor can result in direct and
indirect construction of value. The art network position is also adopted by Currid (2006) in
explaining how value is created through creative hubs.
Intrinsic and instrumental value of arts and culture are discussed by Holden (2004,
2006), Throsby (2006), Bakhshi and Throsby (2010). Cultural value as distinct from
economic value is also recognised as essential to the existence of society (Hutter and
Throsby, 2008). Assessing the cultural value of the visual arts can be problematic, due to
limited existing research and the approaches adopted (White et al., 2008; Walmsley, 2011).
However, some insight can be gained from the literature (e.g. Slater, 2007). Art experiences
and cultural value are shaped by co-production and co-creation activities (White et al., 2009).
This value is expressed through different forms of involvement as an artist, exhibition visitor
or other stakeholder (Chen, 2008). There can be a market determined price for an artwork
(Lee and Veld-Merkoulova, 2011), but emerging artists have little exposure to the
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marketplace. The contemporary art market also operates differently to other art markets in
that often the work is not for sale and value judgements are subjective (Plattner, 1998). Also,
artistic products have characteristics not shared by many other product categories such as
their heightened symbolic nature (Throsby, 2001).
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Our main objective was to measure the cultural value associated with the exhibition as a
platform for emerging artists. We also wanted to advance methodological insight by
combining qualitative and quantitative techniques to better understand intrinsic and
instrumental measures of cultural value. How artists understood art market mechanisms was
also a priority. We also positioned our study as a representative lens for understanding the
cultural value of similar events elsewhere (Menger, 1999).
RESEARCH DESIGN
We adopted a multi-layered case study approach (Yin, 2009), accounting for Holden’s (2004,
2006) conceptualisation of cultural value comprising interdependent instrumental,
institutional and intrinsic dimensions. We attempted to recognise intrinsic value from the
aesthetic excellence and ideas shared by the artists, and from the enjoyment experienced by
the public. For instrumental value, we followed the cultural value approach of Throsby
(2006), Bakhshi and Throsby (2010) and O’Brien (2010) in relating to the social and
economic policy uses of culture. Lastly, to account for institutional value, we worked closely
with the RSA.
We explored the value to gallery visitors and potential buyers of the artworks. We
also wanted to understand more about the value to the platform provider. In order to help
frame our research we developed a tripartite conceptual framework (see Figure 1) involving
the Platform as the initial value creation point, and three major value recipients within the
value creation channels. These not only receive value from the Platform, but also create and
share value. Our framework also indicates longitudinal short and long term effects from the
initial platform in triggering additional platforms. Straight and dotted lines indicate that both
direct and indirect values are created.

Figure 1 here
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Our data collection approaches included a visitor survey, face to face individual and focus
group interviews with the artists, RSA staff, the exhibition selection panel, major prize
givers, artists who had not been selected and exhibition visitors. We also obtained secondary
data concerning artists’ backgrounds, artwork details, sales records and attendance figures.
The survey was conducted over the final 12 days of the exhibition, resulting in 675 completed
responses. Questions on participants’ general interests in the arts, previous art experiences,
and those of the exhibition were included. We compared participants’ expectations before the
exhibition to their experiences afterwards. We included questions on the different aspects of
value surrounding the exhibition and the artworks based on Bakhshi and Throsby (2010) and
O’Brien’s (2010) cultural value dimensions. We also included questions based on contingent
valuation methods, when valuing the public’s experiences, particularly in terms of
willingness-to-pay (WTP) and willingness-to-donate (WTD). We also identified participants
for interviews and focus groups from our questionnaire.
FINDINGS
Origins and evolution of the exhibition:
We began by investigating the RSA itself. In 2004/2005, following refurbishment of the
building and as part of its modernisation programme, it began reassessing its internal
systems. Its remit had also been widened, following input from the Academicians:
…the Academy changed from being the Royal Scottish Academy of Painting,
Printmaking and Architecture to the Royal Scottish Academy of Art and
Architecture…which meant that we could have Academicians who were photographers,
film makers, performance artists, multi-disciplinary artists… (Director).
The reorganisation presented opportunities to re-invigorate its programme beyond the
original Victorian model, as well as improve relationships with the art community. The
modernising, changing culture also impacted on the format of the annual student competition
by making it more competitive and selective, rather than inclusive.

Perception and impact of the RSA:
At times the public confuse the RSA with the National Galleries due to their proximity and
similarity in classical architectural design. However, this is ameliorated by the externally
displayed promotional exhibition banners. Social media is also used by staff to engage with
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the artists and the audience. The RSA also impacts positively on the wider local area through
formation of partnerships, ongoing sales of artwork and stimulation of creativity.

Selection for the RSA NCE:
The selection panel convenor has extensive experience both as Head of School of Art and as
a Royal Scottish Academician. He explains how the process works:
…for every 7 students in a final year in each [art school] one student would be selected.
So we ended up with…13 places in Edinburgh and 13 in Dundee…19 in Glasgow and
2…in Moray College…and [8 in] Aberdeen ….
There are no detailed rules, so the convenor adopted an intuitive approach to selection. This
allowed assessors to respond to the work on the day of the visit to each art school, done
‘blind’ and unbiased as they did not know the academic history of the artists. The selection
sticker next to the student’s work served as an early marker of perceived quality and
differentiation in the artist’s career. This quality manifests itself through the artist’s
personality and the subsequent creation of the artwork, including original twists, rather than
pure originality.

RSA perspectives on intrinsic and extrinsic value:
The Secretary views the exhibition as a launch pad to future careers, further awards,
residencies and national and international networking opportunities. One of the exhibition
values is educating the public as to current emerging talent. It also serves as a platform for
educators to familiarise themselves with current techniques. The Director explained that the
exhibition validates the selected artists, as well as helping them access new audiences and to
position themselves in the marketplace. The President felt that wider interest in the exhibition
is increasing with success felt in financial terms, visitor numbers, publicity and word of
mouth. The additional partnership with the Fleming-Wyfold Foundation, a major new
sponsor and London gallery, also heightened the impact of selected artists’ work.

Intrinsic and instrumental aspects of price setting and selling:
Awareness of pricing issues should be embedded in degree programmes. The particular form
of art often dictates price. Artist reputation and artwork size have a direct influence on price
(Lee and Veld-Merkoulova, 2011), although reputation can change over time (Ekelund,
Ressler and Watson, 2000). With these emerging artists, their state of development is still in
5

its infancy. Revisiting these artists over time would reveal more about their longitudinal
cultural value.
Expectations on price often differ between emerging and established artists. The level of
commission set by a gallery also needs to be considered and not all artists remember this.
Another factor outside the artist’s control is the particular nature of the Scottish marketplace
where prices tend to be set lower than in Europe. The Gallery Communications Co-ordinator
believes that discussing prices with the artists can be useful but also problematic due to its
intrinsic, symbolic dimensions (Velthuis, 2005):
…it is…a difficult area because the price of the work on the wall…doesn’t necessarily
[rep]present…what they think they will be able to get for it. It can quite often represent
more than that, because quiet often the emotional aspect….
His advice to emerging artists is to price as low as possible, but also ensure that they are
happy with this amount. Reasons why the artwork is purchased and collected include
emotional and intrinsic attachments to the art and any investment motives. There is also
substantially greater risk involved in buying a piece of contemporary art in making the ‘leap’
from other ‘safer’ purchases.

Enhancement of the NCE:
The President would like to provide more support for the artists through subsidised transport
to the venue. This depends on accessing additional funding through targeted sponsorship or a
funding body. Other potential enhancements include an artist’s fee for developing the work,
and a mentor to work with the artists as they prepare for the exhibition. Being able to extend
the exhibition timespan would also be more attractive to potential sponsors.

VISITOR SURVEY FINDINGS
The majority of visitors were aged 18 to 34, with over 40% being art college students, artists,
or work for art and cultural institutions, and 29% have professional status. Most were from
the Edinburgh area (47%), or elsewhere in Scotland (33%). The exhibition was ticketed; £4
for adults, £2 concessions, with free admission for Friends of the RSA. The majority of
respondents had an extensive interest in art in general. Those who indicated their interest in
the visual arts as greater than 3 on a 5 point Likert scale (5 being ‘very intense’) accounted
for 754% of all who answered the question. Around half had attended previous NCEs; of
those, about 15% had attended all five previous exhibitions. About half of those who attended
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for the first time heard about the exhibition by word of mouth, with 19% attracted by banner
advertising. The RSA website was the least effective medium in attracting new visitors.
About 30% of visitors came to see the exhibition on their own.

Expected versus experienced value of the exhibition and the artworks:
We captured the dimensions of cultural value perceived by the public in experiencing the
exhibition overall as well as the artworks themselves (Bakhshi and Throsby, 2010; O’Brien,
2010). We asked respondents to assess the extent to which they expected an emotional
experience prior to attending the exhibition, comparing this to the actual level experienced
(aesthetic value), finding no significant differences. However, those who had come to
previous NCEs had less satisfying emotional experiences than expected (10% significance).
We found no significant difference between expectations and experiences of first time
visitors. We observed a significant difference (at the 10% level) between visitors’ expectation
of creative value and that actually experienced, with expectations exceeding actual
experience. Visitors’ expectations regarding the exhibition’s ability to improve their
understanding of emerging artists and of visual art, its education value, were both high.
However, we observed no significant value created from their experiences relative to their
expectations regardless of whether or not they were first time or frequent visitors. The only
relative value in which actual experience scored more highly than expected was the social
value of the experience (significant at 1% level). Visitors were able to discuss the exhibition
afterwards with others more than they had expected. Around 23% of participants felt an
emotional connection with the artworks, while over 55% thought the quality of the works was
high (aesthetic value). About 37% reported that they had engaged with the artworks
intellectually (educational value), and about 45% indicated that the artworks made them
think of new ways of seeing things (symbolic value). Collectively, the individuality of each
artwork contributed to the formation of the viewers’ experience of the whole exhibition.

Value of artworks: Recognition of intrinsic value
We wished to investigate individuals’ perceptions of the intrinsic value of artworks. In our
survey, however, we chose instead to elicit visitor perceptions of the ‘true value’ of artworks,
employing true value as a proxy for intrinsic value. We did so for two reasons. Intrinsic
value being concerned with evaluating something ‘for its own sake’ may sit uneasily with the
view that the intrinsic value of art can be measured according to economic criteria. (e.g.
Bakshi et al., 2009). With the latter perspective, we blur the distinction between intrinsic
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value and instrumental value; certainly when the latter concept is defined as ‘that quality of a
thing according to which it is thought as being more or less desirable, useful and important’
(Van den Braembussche, 1996) or even as, more straightforwardly, the value ‘generated by
the social and economic policy uses of culture’ (O’Brien, 2010, p.18).

Smith (1988) goes

further and, in effect, suggests that the distinction between intrinsic and instrumental value is
specious. Thus understandings of intrinsic value are contested; there are further complications
which we do not address here. Second, we considered the concept of ‘true value’ would be a
more accessible concept than would ‘intrinsic value,’ for survey respondents. In any event,
despite its lack of conceptual validity, we wished to ascertain respondents’ own perception of
‘true value’, and how, if at all, this might be measured.

We also considered the specific financial value of the exhibition and the artworks. Only 17%
agreed that the selling prices reflected the ‘true value’. True value is reflected most of all in
the production value e.g. materials costs, labour, transport costs, taxes, gallery commission,
training, research and development costs and artist reputation. Financial value at the point of
sale was also relevant, in terms of what ‘someone is willing to pay’. Collectable or resale
value of an artwork was also mentioned. Originality, creativity, quality, artistic merit,
aesthetic appeal, and the ‘intellectual challenge’ also determined true value. Quality related
not only to the skill and craftsmanship of the artists, but also the ideas which the artworks
communicate. Emotional impact, experience and ‘connection’ with the artwork, or the
‘sentiment’ of the buyer (emotional currency) were also relevant.

Financial and related values created by the exhibition:
The exhibition catalogue sells for £3, with around 18% of survey participants purchasing it. It
generates publicity for the artists and their work, and for the public as a guide, souvenir, and
collectible object. The RSA provided a list of prices of over 350 artworks. Price started at £4,
with a maximum of £25,000. The average price of £1,125 and median of £450 showed a
positive skew of the price spread. About 15% of artworks were not priced or were not-forsale (NFS). During the entire period of the exhibition, 62 artworks belonging to 18 artists
were sold. The average price of the sold works was £372 with a median of £205. The highest
price of the artwork sold was £2,000. Although most survey participants were aware that the
artworks were available to purchase (91%), the number of actual purchaserswas very low
(2%)even when compared with those who intended to make a purchase when completing the
survey (13%). Over 75% of those who expressed an intention to purchase indicated the
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importance of the love of the work, with just under 10% indicating artist support. Less than
3% indicated that their main purpose was potential financial return.

Public reaction to the exhibition:
For many, the exhibition was very positive overall and a valuable opportunity for the artists.
Some wanted to have access to more information about artworks as they felt these were
sometimes hard to engage with. Written insight from the artists was thought to be a good
idea. There were a number of expressions of disappointment; for example, not being able to
photograph the work. However this can be explained by the emergent nature of the work and
the need to protect the artists’ ideas at the early career stage. A few respondents expressed
negative sentiments about the quality of the work and its perceived derivative nature.
Underpinning this was the notion that the idea behind the work was being promoted over
technical skill and artistry.

ADDITIONAL FINDINGS FROM THE INDIVIDUAL AND FOCUS GROUP
INTERVIEWS
The exhibition was perceived by some to be better than previous years, stimulating a
regular attender to make a purchase:…this year was very interesting in the sense that I
thought that the quality was overall much higher than I’ve seen and because of
that…there was one of the pieces that I bought…It was nice to see something where
you go “right, I can see there’s some real quality going on here, some real
craftsmanship for want of a better word”...
A retired visitor considered the role of the market in shaping cultural value and that not all art
can be innovative:
I think that…there are market forces and presumably artists want to sell their work
generally…they need to live. So… there is definitely a place for… art which is not
completely cutting edge but it’s better than buying a reproduction in the shop down the
road. So I think we have to be very careful here about how we define what art is all
about… I don’t think art has to be cutting edge…and not everybody wants… some
weird thing on their walls…
Visitor thoughts on artwork pricing:
A regular attender emphasised that price should not be the only element of value, placing
long term pleasure from the art over any investment interests:
…value and price are two different things for me…there’s the value that I will get out
of it over time… but if you think that I’ve had 15 years’ worth of pleasure from [a]
picture and I still like looking at it and seeing things that I haven’t seen before or seeing
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it in a different light… So there’s that… personal value that I extract from it. Whether
that painting has any financial value… I don’t buy the things as an investment… and I
think…unless you’re operating in part of the market… where you’re dealing in very
high profile artists in which there’s quite a liquid market and where there is information
about pricing…then you’re kind of… daft to buy things on the basis that you might be
able to sell them 10 years down the line… I tend to buy things because… I like the
thing… and I gain pleasure from having it on my wall or on my table…
Another visitor with a traditional view acquires art hoping that it doesn’t lose value:
…I don’t buy art for investment. I know a lot of people think that’s what you would
do…it’s not but you just want to think “I’ve got value”. If I came to sell it, okay I
might get a third or a quarter of whatever I’d paid for it…
We denote the term ‘traditionalist’ to represent those visitors to the exhibition who hold a
conservative view on what art should be e.g. something that can be hung on the walls of the
home and which appears ‘nice’ and non-controversial. He goes on to promote the economic,
instrumental value approach to pricing artwork pricing:
It’s not cost, it’s what the market will bear, what’s fashionable, what’s been paid
elsewhere, what’s comparable to that, what price does it attract and a whole pile of
typical economic factors like that.
A retired visitor evaluates both the tangible and intangible elements of price setting:
…the difficulty is how do you cost the thought process and… you can look at a work of
art and say “that is really beautiful, that must have taken a long time, very high quality
materials but… there isn’t much thought to it” and…there must have been theses on
this, how to cost art, how do you cost thought process and the imagination in a work of
art, and that’s the difficulty I think. So I tend to go for materials and…the quality of the
work first and that sets an idea in my head as to what this work might be worth…
Visitor thoughts on widening audience engagement and improving the exhibition:
Visibility of the exhibition to the wider public is an issue. A visitor who is also a landscape
painter felt that art should be for all and that the more extreme examples of art being
exhibited might put some people off. Making the artwork more understandable should be a
priority. More consistent presentation of background information on the artists, with
additional contextual information would be helpful, including artist website details, a
statement on artist selection, including any awards given. Value can be created in the
relationship between the artist and the idea. If the viewer perceives this to have substance,
then value is heightened. If there is a perceived lack of content, then value decreases.
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Artists’ impression of the NCE:
A young artist who had exhibited previously sees the exhibition as a platform in furthering
her career:
It was good to have something to work towards after the degree show…when you
finish (college) you think “oh gawd what am I gonna do?” and then this was like
something to work towards because I created a few new pieces as well and had my
original work that I had in the exhibition…It just kept you going…
In a focus group with exhibiting artists, a printmaker found the exhibition very beneficial,
having achieved some sales and awarded several prizes, including being selected for the
Fleming show. The staff were praised for their assistance with installing their work. An artist
felt that the venue matched the requirements of her work which might not ‘fit’ elsewhere. The
ability to keep in contact with buyers and their support network via the RSA was important.
Following the degree shows, the NCE is seen as an avenue of further encouragement, with
the artists able to talk about their work and maintain their motivation levels. The exhibition
succeeds in introducing the artists to a different and wider audience, compared to their degree
show.

How the artists set their prices:
A sculptor asked for pricing advice from her boss at a Glasgow art gallery. For others, price
setting was more of a last minute decision. One printmaker turned to his tutors and
technicians for advice:
…don’t out price yourself, this is more about getting noticed than anything. So, that
was kind of what I wanted. I looked at other works, what other people, maybe at my
level or at a higher level would be selling theirs for.
He even considered the impact of the medium and the degree of originality of the work in
affecting how he set his prices. Compared to the degree show where all the income from each
sale goes to the artist, the impact of commission must be considered, resulting in many artists
raising their prices. As the artists become more experienced and collectable, then it seems
more justifiable to increase their prices further. Another artist expressed ethical concerns
about price setting:

I think the price that I was putting on my work I was actually quite embarrassed about,
I was like it’s too high. People must think I am good but that I’ve got a big ego. Why is
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this number so big, like it is almost wrong to profit just now because people don’t like
paying artists.
This ethical stance on pricing should be balanced against the desire to pay artists a fair price
for their work which involves more than just the time and labour costs.

Wider value for the artists beyond the NCE:
For those artists selected to be exhibited at the Fleming Wyfold gallery in London, the main
value is in introducing an entirely new audience to them:
It was a whole different crowd really. It was in Mayfair, so it was different, big money.
That wasn’t why I went there thinking they are rich. It’s London, it’s such a huge
audience to appeal to and it’s a different audience as well. I think that’s the main thing
that excited me about it… it’s a whole different kind of exposure and so…. even though
it’s a smaller venue but it’s a different group of people seeing it I guess. That’s the most
important thing. (printmaker)
Being able to utilise artist networks beyond the NCE was another perceived benefit since
artistic creation can be a lonely experience. The exhibition acts as a communication vehicle
for artists to interact with each other:
…one thing that I liked about doing the exhibition was meeting my fellow emerging
artists from other art schools. I think that’s really important creating that network across
Scotland of contemporaries, but you only do that if you are just not too shy and go up
and start chatting to people when you’re installing… (sculptor)

DISCUSSION
The main cultural value created by the exhibition for the artists is high-visibility publicity.
Related benefits such as the potential for building career-enhancing networks to help grow
their artistic identity were also emphasised (Bain, 2005). Galenson (2000) identifies age as a
determining factor behind artist career development but this would require longitudinal data
for us to be able to interrogate this. Historical data shows that the timing of the most
economically valuable work of an artist varies depending on the era being investigated. Other
benefits, such as realised sales, were seen as much less important. Enhancement ideas
included scope for a more informative and educative exhibition presentation and for a more
proactive advisory role for the RSA.

In terms of the value created for exhibition visitors, the exhibition constitutes a significant
cultural experience for many. However, there are some caveats. Our survey results indicate
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that, for many, the realised cultural experience did not live up to their a priori expectations.
Secondly, for a significant proportion, the intrinsic value of many of the artworks was only
moderate. This may have been due in part to the perceived controversial nature of the work.
The central location of the exhibition and the relatively large number of visitors create
significant cultural value in educating the community on the work of contemporary emerging
artists. Place has been identified as a key contributor in determining a market for art (While,
2003). However, although there is evidence of reaching out to the wider community, the
visitor demographic is skewed towards higher socio-economic groups and the artistic
community itself. Consideration should be given as to how the NCE, and other high impact
arts events, might achieve greater engagement with a wider demographic. There is merit in
establishing an annual visitor survey as the exhibition evolves.
We have generated new insight into cultural value by moving beyond dominant instrumental
valuation approaches. We have addressed many of the gaps in understanding the mechanisms
behind engagement with contemporary art through adoption of the cultural value lens
(Newman, Goulding and Whitehead, 2012). We have taken as our cue the criticisms that
research on the impact of the arts tends to have conceptual and methodological weaknesses
(McCarthy et al., 2004) by endeavouring to progress theory assisted by our conceptual
framework and supporting data. Cultural value is expressed in contemporary art through its
systems of artistic production and it explicit and inherent cultural messages. Contemporary
art consists of artefacts, images, performances and other forms of expression which contain
rich, complex, direct and symbolic meanings. The various stakeholders in our project interact
directly and indirectly to create meanings as different forms of value. We found that intrinsic
value was more important than any other concept of value. Cultural value from the artists’
perspective is often constructed as a result of the intrinsic worth of their work, rather than
from any market influences.
Exhibition visitors demonstrated their emotional response with the work. The
aesthetic value of contemporary art contains intrinsic and extrinsic elements as we
individualise our reactions to an artwork and also share these with our peers. The cultural
value of this contemporary art exhibition is personal to the viewer, shared with others and
remembered over time. There is also an element of co-creation as value is communicated and
shared around the stakeholders. The artist creates value through the initial idea behind the
artwork and this is then enhanced as the other stakeholders become involved. The institution
is the gatekeeper of the network of cultural value. It facilitates value by operating as a
platform for artists’ career development.
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In terms of extracting wider implications for arts policy, it is clear that focusing on a
narrow economic interpretation of value is problematic. We have measured in the sense that
we collected qualitative and quantitative primary and secondary data on the cultural value
associated with the exhibition. We then critically evaluated these against our conceptual
framework. We do not offer an overall instrumental measure of cultural value, as per our
arguments in this paper. We recommend that acknowledgement be made of the multidimensional nature of value and the need for this to be considered in future arts policy. In
summing up, our Cultural Value research has developed the discourse around the value of
contemporary art (Crossick and Kaszynska, 2014) by moving beyond dichotomous
interpretations of value.
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The figure depictions the values created by
and exchanged between the Platforms (Ps)
and all three parties in Lines (Ls) over time.
We include our case study specifications in
bracket underneath of each term.

Figure 1 Conceptual Framework of Value Creation of the Platform Over Time
The Artist
L1

P) The Platforms - Time Varying
P1 – Initial Exhibition
(The RSA New Contemporaries)
P2 – Touring of the Initial Exhibition
(Fleming Collection New Scottish Artists)
P3 – Secondary Exhibition arising from the
Initial Exhibition.
(The RSA Generation: Open Dialogues)

P3
P2

L) The Value Exchange Lines

P1

L1 - The Artist
(The RSA NCE Present and Past Artists)

The Platform

L2 - The Organiser
(The RSA and Fleming Collection)

L3

The Public

L2

The Organiser

L3 - The Public
(The RSA visitors; other art institutions and
funding bodies; media partners; investors,
future and present art college students, etc.)
Direct & Indirect values:
Straight lines) Direct value created
Dotted lines) Indirect value created
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